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INTRODUCTION  
 
In early March 2020 — days before the COVID pandemic hit — the Center for Justice & 
Democracy (CJ&D) and Consumer Federation of America (CFA) released How the Cash 
Rich Insurance Industry Fakes Crises and Invents Social Inflation1 (hereinafter referred 
to as Fake Social Inflation). At that point in time, businesses were seeing insurance rates 
increase (also known as a “hard market”) after 13 years of low or stable rates (also known 
as a “soft market”). The CJ&D and CFA study documented in significant detail how the 
overcapitalized property/casualty insurance industry was charging many businesses far 
too much in premiums while threatening even greater increases, all while attempting to 
create the perception that it was too financially troubled to pay claims and blaming a 
concept they invented: “social inflation.” 
 
The report also took a historical look at the up and down economic cycle of the insurance 
industry, and showed how, since the 1970s, insurance companies have not been 
forthcoming about why jumps in insurance premiums happen. Put simply, premiums go 
up and down in sync with a well-established cycle and are never reflective of any trends 
in paid claims. This has been confirmed by decades of insurance loss and premium data. 
 
For example, in the decade before Fake Social Inflation was released in 2020, the 
industry’s own data showed that total commercial insurance payouts had not spiked and 
generally tracked the rate of inflation and growth of population. In order to increase 
premiums in 2019 at the start of the most recent hard market, insurers used an accounting 
trick to inflate their “incurred losses”2 by increasing or padding reserves — the money set 
aside to pay claims — despite, at the same moment, experiencing no increase in payouts 
or any trend suggesting large future payouts. This “over-reserving” is part of a decades-
long pattern, often politically inspired and used by insurers as a way to show poor income 
statements, which it then uses to falsely claim large “losses” and, in turn, to justify 
imposition of large premium increases.  
 
As shown throughout the Fake Social Inflation study, a great deal of industry 
coordination is necessary to push the country into a hard insurance market, because the 
entire industry must collude and raise rates together.3 As part of their narrative, industry 
leaders publicly spin the notion that the industry is financially beleaguered and cannot 
pay claims without significantly raising rates. The most common story presented 
historically by industry leaders is that lawyers, lawsuits, judges, and juries have suddenly 
and jointly become more “aggressive” after not being this way for the 10 to 15 years of 
the prior soft market. This alleged aggression only lasts three to four years, after which 
the lawyers, juries, and judges apparently become meek again. It is a narrative used not 
only to push for a cycle turn but also to maintain rate hikes for the entirety of a three-to-
four-year hard market, which we are still in but nearing the end of today.   
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To make the case for the current hard market, the insurance industry settled on a new PR 
term — “social inflation” — to cover a number of wildly disconnected things that 
corporate and insurance lawyers complain cause them to lose cases and increase 
payments to claimants. These include: #MeToo and child sexual abuse claims; lawyer 
advertising and case funding; securities class actions; millennials as jurors; and verdicts 
in worsening truck crashes. There has been little consistency regarding industry 
descriptions of social inflation. What’s more, as shown in Fake Social Inflation, others 
within the industry privately doubted its existence.4 Nonetheless, in 2019, insurance 
industry representatives began a coordinated effort to market the idea that “social 
inflation” was hurting insurers financially.  
 
The term never caught on with the general public, or at least much beyond insurance 
industry trade publications. Perhaps this was due to the fuzziness of the term, or its 
confusion with economic inflation — an actual global problem. Or maybe it was the fact 
that complaining about jurors — aside from juries being a bedrock element of the U.S. 
Constitution — seemed absurd when juries resolve an extremely low percentage of 
state tort cases5 and large verdicts are almost never paid.6 In fact, experts write that civil 
jury trials have been “nearly eradicated” in this country.7 Or perhaps it was the disclosure 
that the insurance industry was sitting on an $800 billion record surplus — a surplus that 
quickly grew to over one trillion dollars by the end of 2021.8  
 
And then, just a few months after the hard market kicked in, we were in a global 
pandemic. When COVID hit, courthouses shut down. Jury trials stopped.9 New case 
filings dropped.10 Tort caseloads in state trial courts — already representing an extremely 
low percentage of incoming civil caseloads11 — dropped by over 4 percent between 2019 
and 2020, and continued to drop in 2021.12 Juries resolved an extremely low percentage 
of state tort cases in 2020, with rates ranging from 0.0 to 1.59 percent.13 In 2021, the 
range was 0.0 to 1.79 percent.14 This rate has remained incredibly low for the past 
decade.15 
 
In addition, for months during the height of the pandemic, people stopped driving.16 The 
public drastically cut down on non-essential medical care. At the same time most states 
passed laws immunizing hospitals and nursing homes from liability. In sum, no one 
believed that suspended jury trials, non-existent victims, or lawyers who couldn’t get 
their cases heard could possibly be driving insurance rate hikes. And now, the civil 
justice system has a backlog so large that “the already rare civil jury trial is likely to lay 
dormant for the foreseeable future.”17  
 
Yet almost as if to demonstrate the meaninglessness of the “social inflation” concept, 
insurance industry consultants and representatives were so fully invested in their anti-jury 
PR strategy that they never stopped complaining about jury verdicts even when there 
weren’t any.18 Now, the industry is clearly struggling to make sense of the term. For 
example, medical liability insurer The Doctors Company recently issued the Medical 
Malpractice Claims-Made Social Inflation and Loss Development Report, accompanied 
by a press release with a screaming headline about how social inflation causes billions in 
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medical malpractice losses.19 Yet a quick look through this report finds, among other 
things, that medical malpractice claims have actually been dropping and social inflation 
has, according to the Doctors Company, “disappeared.” 
 
Of course, it never existed in the first place, particularly when it came to medical 
malpractice. As we demonstrated in Fake Social Inflation and show again here, for 
decades insurers have misrepresented their actual losses, sometimes by large percentages. 
The result is that doctors were and continue to be unfairly price-gouged. (See later section 
on Medical Malpractice.) 
 
Now, three years after releasing Fake Social Inflation, we have updated the same 
premium and claims data overall and in several specific lines of insurance that we 
examined in 2020. We specifically charted, on a Direct Business basis, “Premiums 
Written” (the amount of money that insurers collected in premiums during that year), 
“Premiums Earned” (the portion of premium collected that applies to the expired portion 
of a policy), and “Incurred Losses” (paid losses plus estimates of future claims that they 
know about, or “reserves,” as well anticipated claims they do not even know about yet, 
called “incurred but not reported” [IBNR]). Some of these claims may result in no 
payment and others may take years for payout to occur. And finally, we charted “Losses 
Paid.” This is what insurers actually paid out that year to people who were injured — all 
claims, jury awards, and settlements. All data are adjusted for inflation and population 
changes.20 
 
We sought to discover if trends had changed since our March 2020 report. We find that, 
most assuredly, they have not. In fact, things have only gotten worse for the commercial 
policyholder as well as for everyday Americans whose legal rights have been stripped 
away or are currently threatened based on the fabricated “social inflation” rhetoric.   
 
Overall Commercial Insurance – What is Happening  
 
As fully documented in Fake Social Inflation, in 2019 the insurance industry pushed the 
nation into an unnecessary hard insurance market, characterized by rising insurance 
premiums. Rate hikes continued throughout the pandemic. As of publication, the nation 
remains in a hard market, with commercial insurance rates “up 5.1% in the fourth quarter 
of 2022.”21 This is despite rising interest rates, which will increase insurers’ investment 
income considerably.22 Even more astonishing is that insurers’ surplus — already at all-
time record levels — reached over a trillion dollars in 2021.23 (In the first half of 2022, 
industry surplus fell to just under a trillion dollars in conjunction with the stock market 
pull-back,24 but it remained higher than any other year in history save for 2021.) 
 
In Fake Social Inflation, we examined A.M Best insurance data to show that adjusted 
paid claims had stayed essentially flat for the prior two decades while premiums went up 
and down in sync with the insurance industry’s economic cycle.25 That data also 
illustrated how the industry manipulated its own reserves during “hard market” periods as 
a way to justify unnecessary rate hikes. 
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We also showed that when making reasonable adjustments for inflation and population 
growth for the other lines, losses increased relatively little over the prior 20 years and 
actually decreased in three major areas: Commercial Multi-Peril, Commercial Auto 
Liability, and Medical Malpractice. At the same time, adjusted premiums grew faster (or 
shrunk less) than losses. With regard to medical malpractice, for example, insurers saw 
major loss reductions yet doctors’ premiums dropped only $1 for every $3 in reduced 
claim payments.   
 
Now, three years later, we have reviewed updated A.M. Best insurance data, which 
confirm once again that adjusted claims have stayed essentially flat while premiums have 
gone up and down in sync with the insurance industry’s economic cycle.  
 
Figure 1 
 

 
 
Source: A.M. Best, Best’s Aggregates & Averages – (Property/Casualty) 
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What’s more, while adjusted paid claims clearly dropped during the pandemic, incurred 
losses (i.e., including reserves) steadily rose as did premiums. This shows that the 
industry is, once again, inflating its reserves without basis and price-gouging its 
policyholders without restraint.  
 
Directors and Officers Insurance 
 
As we showed in Fake Social Inflation, one category of insurance that had been targeted 
for dramatic rate hikes before the pandemic was Directors and Officers (D&O) insurance, 
which many businesses carry. The insurance industry alleged that it needed to raise 
premiums because of growing numbers of lawsuits brought by shareholders defrauded by 
public companies, which it called “social inflation.”26 
 
We showed that these lawsuits were not growing.27 Before the pandemic, the frequency 
of cases brought by defrauded shareholders against public companies had been flat for 
the prior three years, and in 2019, the average settlement value dropped to the lowest in a 
decade.  
 
Since then, the data trends maintained the same direction — down. In 2020, class action 
securities filings dropped 22%,28 with more declines to come. A recent report from 
Cornerstone Research and the Stanford Law School Securities Class Action 
Clearinghouse found that “the volume of securities class action lawsuit filings fell for the 
third straight year in 2022.”29 In fact, filings in 2022 were even lower than those for 
2021.30 
   
In Fake Social Inflation, we laid bare the insurance industry response to the securities 
class action landscape: raising premiums. Specifically, D&O insurance is part of a larger 
line of coverage called “Other Liability,” so in Fake Social Inflation, we examined data 
in this line.31 We found that adjusted claims had stayed essentially flat for two decades 
while premiums went up and down in sync with the insurance industry’s economic cycle. 
What’s more, there was an astonishing jump in reserves during the last hard market 
(2002-2005), driving up premiums even though paid losses were flat (both during those 
years and the decade thereafter). The concurrent premium spike shows that businesses 
were clearly being price-gouged.  
 
Bringing those data up to date in Figure 2, we see a continuing unjustified jump in 
incurred losses (reserves) and premiums, far beyond what dropping paid losses indicate 
they should be. In fact, of all the lines of insurance we examined, “Other Liability” — 
which also includes umbrella policies, professional and contractual liability, among 
others, and is the largest line of commercial insurance — exhibits the most aggressively 
growing chasm between incurred losses and paid losses, suggesting that the industry is 
over-reserving in order to push up rates far beyond what is needed. 
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Figure 2 
 

 
 
Source: A.M. Best, Best’s Aggregates & Averages – (Property/Casualty) 
 
Insurers have begun to at least say they are responding to these trends by causing D&O 
rates to “decelerate,” although the data have yet to show this. For example, Aon reported 
“a 17.8% adjusted decrease in average price per million for their D&O liability policies 
in 2022’s fourth quarter, compared with the same period in 2021.”32 As we noted in Fake 
Social Inflation, data clearly indicated that there never was any need for rates to spike in 
the first place, social inflation rhetoric notwithstanding.  
 
Commercial Auto Liability Insurance 
 
Large truck crashes in the United States are far too frequent, horrific, and costly. The 
trucking industry’s own studies show that crashes are increasing33 while government 
oversight is weakening.34 Research by the Center for Justice & Democracy show that too 
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many trucking companies are knowingly disregarding public safety.35 Sometimes 
lawsuits, which are extremely rare following truck crashes (less than 2% of trucking 
insurance claims turn into lawsuits36), and large jury verdicts, which are rarer still, are 
necessary to get a bad company’s attention and alert an entire industry that reckless 
disregard for public safety will not be tolerated in a community. 
 
While the trucking industry may complain about the rare large jury verdict — cynically 
identifying them as “nuclear” and an element of “social inflation” — they privately admit 
that any large verdict is entirely of the industry’s own making. A recent report from the 
trucking industry’s research arm, the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI), 
made the obvious point: “[C]rash avoidance is everything and that strictly adhering to 
safety and operational policies is essential to staying out of court and/or reducing award 
sizes.”37  

 
In Fake Social Inflation, we showed exactly how the Commercial Auto Liability line has 
been responding to the growing safety problem of truck crashes over the prior decade. 
Specifically, the data showed that reserves (i.e., incurred losses) jumped above paid 
losses by the end of 2012 and have stayed that way. In other words, while the horrific 
safety impact of truck crashes has led to some actual upward loss movement over the past 
decade, the industry has been significantly over-correcting through excessive reserving 
and unnecessary rate increases, as shown in Figure 3 below. This is leaving trucking 
industry policyholders with high premiums driven by insurance company overreach, not 
by elusive and nebulous “social inflation.”  
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Figure 3 

 
Source: A.M. Best, Best’s Aggregates & Averages – Property/Casualty (premium and 
loss data); The World Bank (population data); U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (CPI data) 
 
As this chart makes clear, adjusted paid losses turned higher between 2016 and 2018, 
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have not come close to catching up with the incurred losses insurers have been reporting 
over the past decade, and the dramatic spike in incurred losses in 2019 has not 
materialized in the form of paid losses in the years since. During that decade, led by the 
incurred losses that were never paid out, insurers’ commercial auto liability premiums 
written increased by 71% (premiums earned were up 67%), or about twice as much as the 
34% increase in paid claims over the same time period. 
 
Numbers don’t lie. The insurance industry has been over-correcting through excessive 
reserving and unnecessary rate hikes for years. Commercial auto liability policyholders 
are being price-gouged.   
 
Medical Malpractice 
 
As we showed in great detail in Fake Social Inflation, perhaps no commercial insurance 
policyholders have been victims of the industry’s manufactured economic cycle crises 
more than doctors. Each time the industry raises rates on doctors during insurance hard 
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market periods, it has blamed lawyers, lawsuits, and juries even though claims never 
jump.39 The Appendix in Fake Social Inflation demonstrates this in extensive historical 
detail. 
 
In fact, doctors have regularly been charged high premiums during periods when paid 
claims were dropping. For example, during the prior hard market, medical malpractice 
insurers misrepresented their actual losses by an incredible annual average of 37% and 
doctors paid the price with completely unjustified premium hikes. 
 
In December 2019, while insurance consultants tried to tie their rate hikes to litigation, 
there was a clear disconnect between insurance industry rhetoric and what was actually 
happening in the courts. For example, in an interview about the “legal challenges” facing 
doctors and patients for 2020, the top litigator for the American Medical Association 
(AMA) did not even mention juries, insurance rate hikes, or premiums that might be tied 
to litigation.40 This stood in stark contrast to the AMA’s response to the 2002 to 2005 
hard market, when the Association embarked on a huge campaign around these issues.41   
 
Of course, the AMA had no idea what actual challenges the medical profession was about 
to face in 2020. Stresses on the medical profession caused by the pandemic have been so 
acute that doctors are leaving the profession in troubling numbers, exacerbating an 
ongoing problem of physician shortages.42 For example, 45 percent of more than 1,260 
primary care clinicians surveyed in 2021 “personally know clinicians who have retired 
early/quit; 29% know practices that have closed.” In addition, 21 percent of those 
surveyed are “unable to hire clinicians for open positions; 54% are unable to hire staff for 
open positions.”43 
 
As is well-documented, patient safety clearly suffered during that period. There were 
large increases in hospital-acquired infections in 2020 compared to 2019.44 There were 
new types of errors such as “Missed or delayed COVID-19 diagnoses,” “Missed or 
delayed non–COVID-19 diagnosis because it was assumed to be COVID-19,” and 
“Missed or delayed non–COVID-19 or secondary diagnosis in a patient being treated 
with known COVID-19 disease.”45 In addition, nursing home infections and deaths 
soared. According to the most recent data, as of the week ending February 26, 2023, 
more than 1.56 million nursing home residents had contracted COVID-19 and over 
164,400 residents had died from COVID-19.46  
 
But when asked whether they’d been sued for a COVID-related allegation, 100 percent of 
surveyed doctors said no.47 In fact, during the pandemic, nearly every state adopted rules 
— either by legislation or executive order — shielding negligent healthcare operators and 
providers from liability for medical malpractice. Some laws limited immunity to COVID-
related negligence, while others were much broader.48   
 
Indeed, according to a survey of over 4,300 doctors across 29 specialties conducted from 
May 21 through August 28, 2021, “U.S. physicians saw a decline in malpractice lawsuits 
during the pandemic.”49 Yet despite the fact that litigation significantly dropped, 
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premiums continued to go up. In a July 2022 survey, “More than 6 in 10 medical groups 
report[ed] their doctors’ malpractice premiums have increased since 2020,” with the 
average increase being 14.3 percent. Respondents confirmed, “[A]lthough premiums 
have risen during this period, overall claims throughout the United States have 
dropped.”50  
 
Meanwhile, medical malpractice insurers made plenty of money, with the medical 
professional liability industry’s top-line revenue growth “its strongest in nearly two 
decades,” resulting in “a positive year as reflected in a variety of financial metrics” and 
better results “than many anticipated just 12 months ago.”51 
 
In Fake Social Inflation, we showed how doctors have been severely price-gouged during 
hard market periods with premiums rising despite declines in paid claims. Bringing the 
2020 findings up to date in Figure 4, we see a recent and unjustified jump in incurred 
losses (reserves) and premiums, despite the clear indications of declining claims 
payments. Indeed, on an unadjusted basis, 2021 saw medical liability insurers pay out 
less on claims than any year since 2011. On a CPI- and population-adjusted basis, 
insurers paid out significantly less than any year over the past 23 years reviewed for this 
report. The industry’s incurred loss estimates, however, went in the other direction, 
making 2021 appear to be the highest loss year of the last 14 years, on an adjusted basis. 
Following those reserves are the highest adjusted (by inflation and population) annual 
earned premium for medical liability insurers since 2015. 
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Figure 4 
 

 
 
Source: A.M. Best, Best’s Aggregates & Averages – (Property/Casualty) 
 
The data and history suggest not that rates should be going up, but that once again 
doctors and healthcare providers are the victims of insurers’ price-gouging.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
For five decades, businesses and consumers have been victims of periodic eruptions in 
insurance premiums caused by the property/casualty insurance industry’s economic 
cycle, the industry’s unique accounting methods, and laws that allow anti-competitive 
pricing by this industry. While insurers try to convince the public that lawsuits and juries, 
or “social inflation,” are to blame, historical data are clear that this has never been true — 
and it is not true today. The only way to stop volcanic eruptions in insurance premiums is 
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through better oversight and regulation of the industry’s mismanaged accounting, 
particularly of padded reserves, and the cyclical nature of the insurance business.  
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NOTES 
 

 
1 J. Robert Hunter, Joanne Doroshow and Douglas Heller, How the Cash Rich Insurance Industry Fakes 
Crises and Invents Social Inflation, Consumer Federation of America and Center for Justice and 
Democracy (2020), https://centerjd.org/content/study-how-cash-rich-insurance-industry-fakes-crises-and-
invents-social-inflation 
2 When a company has an “incurred loss,” this does not mean the insurer has actually paid out this 
money. This figure includes not just paid claims but estimates of future claims that they know about 
(reserves) and claims they do not even know about yet, called “incurred but not reported” (IBNR). Some of 
these claims may not even exist and others may take years for payout to occur. It is this figure that insurers 
file with state insurance departments when seeking rate hikes. The excess reserves used to justify rate 
increases are later, during the soft market, released into the insurer profit accounts. 
3 The property/casualty insurance industry is allowed to collude in this manner because of the McCarran-
Ferguson Act, a law that exempts the insurance industry from antitrust laws and allows the industry to 
collude on important components of insurance prices, an anti-competitive practice that is illegal for other 
industries. 15 U.S.C. 1012-1015. However, insurance companies may not boycott their insureds by 
agreeing to deny them coverage entirely. St. Paul Fire & Marine Inc. Co. v. Barry, 438 U.S. 531 (1978). 
4 The term “social inflation” was created with “no scientific evidence behind it” and “no sound scientific 
basis for it.” Dr. Bill Kanasky, Senior Vice President of Litigation Psychology, Courtroom Sciences, 
speaking during A.M. Best webinar, “The Impact of Social Inflation on Insurance Claims,” November 10, 
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2020. See also, presentation by Ken Klein, “Unpacking ‘Social Inflation,’” during National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners Summer 2022 National Meeting, 
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/AttmtFive_Consumer_Social%20Inflation_ken
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